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Photo Assignment Form 
 
Year: ________________  Semester Term: ________________ 
 
For each photo assignment (P1-P10) submit a completed Photo Assignment Form into CourseDen. Each 
submission should contain: 
 

A. Student name: _______________________________ 
B. Group name: ________________________________ 
C. Photo title (creative and/or descriptive – don’t include assignment # in title): 

______________________________________________________________ 
D. Assignment number: _________________________ 
E. Three additional tags (also posted in Flickr) 

______________________ , ______________________  , ______________________   
F. A working hyperlink to the camera original photo (Note: The original photo is the file from 

the camera without any editing): __________________________________________ 
G. A working hyperlink the final photo on your photoblog: ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________  
H. The time stamp from Flickr: ______________________________________________   

a. How does this photograph meet the requirements of the assignment? 
______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________  

b. What is the value of this assignment to you?  
______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

c. What could you have done to improve the shot? 

d. How could this type of photo be used in an educational setting? 
______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

I. Write two or three sentences and answer each of the following questions:  

J. Copy and paste the peer comments that you wrote for each member of your virtual group 
and posted on their photo blogs. Include the group member’s name. Note: I am looking for 
comments that you have written... not comments that have been made on your photo: 
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:gbradfor@westga.edu?subject=MEDT7466�
initiator:mendobiz@hotmail.com;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:43eb9acc201bb54fa75b8b50a18d0387



____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________  

K. A self-critique - complete Digital Photo Rubric by checking the rating that you feel best 
describes your work: 
 
 

Digital Photo Rubric 
    

   Objective/Criteria Performance Indicators 

  Exemplary  Competent  Emerging  

Composition  

(5 points) Photograph uses 
composition principles very 
effectively.  

(4 points) Photograph 
does a good job using 
composition principles.  

(3.5 points) Composition is 
weak or needs improvement.  

Color, Contrast & 
Tonal Range  

(5 points) Photography displays 
outstanding use of color, contrast 
and/or tonal range.  

(4 points) Photography 
displays good color, 
contrast and/or tonal 
range.  

(3.5 points) Photograph lacks 
contrast, color is weak and/or 
tonal range is poor.  

Focus  

(5 points) Focus is a perfect 
match with the concept of the 
shot.  

(4 points) Focus is an 
adequate match with the 
concept of the shot.  

(3.5 points) Focus is not 
matched with the concept of 
the shot.  

Technical 
Aspects  

(5 points) Shutter speed and 
aperture were perfectly chosen 
to match concept. Exposure and 
lighting are excellent.  

(4 points) Shutter speed 
and aperture were 
adequately chosen to 
match concept. Exposure 
and lighting are good.  

(3.5 points) Shutter speed 
and aperture were poorly 
chosen and do not match the 
concept. Photo is over/under 
exposed and lighting is poor.  

Depth of Field  
(5 points) Excellent use of depth-
of-field.  

(4 points) Adequate use of 
depth-of-field.  

(3.5 points) Poor use of 
depth-of-field.  

Title/Tags  

(5 points) Title and tags were 
perfectly chosen and written to 
express the content and concept. 
Spelling and word choice are 
excellent with no mistakes.  

(4 points) Title and tags 
were adequately chosen 
and written to express the 
content and concept. 
Spelling and word choice 
are good with only minor 
errors.  

(3.5 points) Title and tags do 
not match the content and 
concept. Contains multiple 
spelling errors or wrong word 
choices.  



Self Critique & 
Reflection  

(10 points) Excellent self-
assessment and well written 
reflection that answers all 
questions thoroughly. Spelling 
and grammar are perfect.  

(8 points) Adequate self-
assessment and the 
written reflection answers 
most of the questions. 
Spelling and grammar is 
mostly correct with only 
minor errors.  

(7 points) Self-assessment is 
not complete and/or the 
reflection does not answer 
some or all of the questions. 
Spelling or grammar is not on 
par with graduate level writing 
yet some effort has been 
shown in the work submitted.  

Peer Comments  

(5 points) Peer comments posted 
for all members of virtual group 
exceed expectations and spelling 
is correct. Comments made for 
each group member’s photo 
include one or more suggestions 
on how to improve the photo and 
discuss at least one positive 
attribute of the photo. Comments 
are very thorough and thoughtful.  

(4 points) Peer comments 
posted for all members of 
virtual group meet 
expectations and spelling 
is mostly correct. 
Comments made for each 
group member’s photo 
include one suggestion on 
how to improve the photo 
and discuss at least one 
positive attribute of the 
photo. Comments are 
brief but good.  

(3.5 points) One or more 
elements of the peer 
comments were missing, 
incomplete or poorly written. 
Comments may not have 
been made for every member 
of the group but some effort 
was evidenced in what was 
written. Comments need 
improvement.  

(Out of 50)       
 
 

 
Additional Directions 

1. Students are also required to provide timely substantive comments on each of the ten 
photos submitted by members of their virtual group: ____________  

2. Comments should be posted on the photoblogs of each virtual group member and 
should include at least one positive attribute and one suggestion for improvement: 
____________  

3. Try to post comments as early as possible to allow time for your group members to 
continue to edit their photo if they want to do so: ____________  

4. It is a good idea to type and save a copy of your comments in Word in case of a technical 
glitch. This will also allow you to check the spelling and grammar before posting your 
comments on Flickr: ____________  

5. After reading the comments posted by other members of your virtual group on your 
own photo you may make further edits to your photo or you may submit the first edited 



version as your final version. If you want to submit the first edited version as your final 
version, simply add the tag final to that photo: ____________ 

6. To submit a version with additional edits, include the following tags (the assignment 
number, e.g. P1 and final) : ____________   

7. Make sure to upload the final version to the MEDT 7466 Fall 2012 group on Flickr.  
Note: You will need to join the group before adding your photos (In Flickr – Groups – 
Find a Group – search for group by name – join). Complete project requirements and 
instructions are provided in CourseDen: ____________ 

George
Typewritten Text
There are seven (7) final items you need to complete. If the number below is less than seven, you may have forgotten to complete an item. Return and check your list.

George
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	Year: 2012
	Semester Term: Fall 2012
	Student name: Lisa Weaver
	Group name: 
	Select Group Name: [3]
	Photo title: I could get lost in these eyes
	Assignment number: P1
	Tag 1: love
	Tag 2: smile
	Tag 3: eyes
	Hyperlink to original photo: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lisaweaver/7904001240/  
	Hyperlink to final photo on your photoblog: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lisaweaver/7904000246/in/photostream/
	Flickr time stamp: This photo was taken on August 30, 2012 using a Canon PowerShot SX150 IS. (add to map)
	How meets assignment requirements: This photo meets the requirements in that the subject is in focus. His eyes are depicting more than the picture itself is. His eyes say it all, "We are in love!"
	What is value of assignment to you: I enjoyed this assignment.  I love taking pictures but have never really given true thought to what I was shooting.  I was a point and click person.  With this assignment, I now know to look for what is in focus and the value of the objects around what you taking a picture of. 
	What would improve the shot: I am torn about the color of the photo. I really like the black and white edited photo but my classmates have commented that they like the color one better. I am not sure if the color improves the shot.
	How could photo be used in education: This could be used in so many ways.  For younger grades, students could take portraits of each other and write about them to get to know each other. Old grades, could dress up as famous people they are learning about, take a portrait, the write what they know about that person.
	Comments you wrote to peers (1): 1. To Sarabird: I really like what you did with the color.  It gives the photo a little more depth.  My only suggestion would be to zoom in on your husband.  The viewer’s eye gets distracted by the objects around him. 2. 2. To Jenn Jackson: My eyes are definitely drawn to your daughters face.  I like how you focused in on her face.  My only critique would be the lighting... her face is a little dark compared to the brightness of the background.
	Comments you wrote to peers (2): 3. 3. To Kaelin Farrington: I like the black and white. I feel that it really makes the portrait more serious which is what her face in conveying. I would suggest moving the subject over a little. It appears that the tire in the background is coming out of her back... It would give the picture more and title more emphasis if you could see more of the tire in the background.  Good Job.
	Composition-Exemplary: Off
	Composition-Competent: 4
	Composition-Emerging: Off
	Focus-Exemplary: 5
	Focus-Competent: Off
	Focus-Emerging: Off
	Technical Aspects-Exemplary: 5
	Technical Aspects-Competent: 4
	Technical Aspects-Emerging: Off
	Depth of field-Exemplary: 5
	Depth of field-Competent: Off
	Depth of field-Emerging: Off
	Title-Tags-Exemplary: 5
	Title-Tags-Competent: Off
	Title-Tags-Emerging: Off
	Self Critique & Reflection-Exemplary: 10
	Self Critique & Reflection-Competent: Off
	Self Critique & Reflection-Emerging: Off
	Peer comments-Exemplary: 5
	Peer comments-Competent: Off
	Peer comments-Emerging: Off
	RubricScore: 48
	Color Contrast Tonal Range-Exemplary: 5
	Color Contrast Tonal Range-Competent: Off
	Color Contrast Tonal Range-Emerging: Off
	Timely comments: 1
	Comments to each virtual group member: 1
	Early Comment Posts: 1
	Comments saved in Word: 1
	Final added as tag: 1
	Additional version includes P# and Final tags: 1
	Final version submitted to Flickr: 1
	Final checklist: 6
	SubmitButton1: 


